
Intersecting Circles 

This blog addresses the question: how do we determine the intersection of two circles in the Cartesian 

plane?  

This is a problem that a programmer might have to solve, for example, in planning the movements of an 

automated character in a game. It will also crop up in programming Computer Aided Design (CAD) tools, 

and in many other fields of study that have a geometrical aspect to them, such as astronomy.  

On the surface, this seems like it should be an easy problem.  We all learned how to intersect circles in 

high school geometry: we used a compass  to draw the circles, then determined the intersection points 

by visual inspection.  However, this solution suffers from the drawback that it is very difficult to achieve 

accuracy or precision, and it is clearly not amenable for a computer program.1 We will want a 

mathematical way to determine the intersection points. 

Formulate the problem 

A circle is the locus of points that are all the same distance from a common point. The common point is 

the center of the circle, and the distance from it that they all share is the radius of the circle. So, the two 

circles to be intersected are represented by the coordinates of their respective centers, and their radii: 

                            

                            
 

In the Cartesian plane, distance between two points          and         is given by: 

           
         

  

The points that belong to a circle must satisfy the equation: 

           
        

  

Usually, we square both sides of this equation to eliminate the radical, so the intersection points must 

satisfy the following two equations simultaneously: 

      
        

     
 

      
        

     
  

                                                           
1
 Actually, one can simulate the compass and ruler solution in the computer: one “draws” the circles in an array, 

then looks to see which points they have in common. This gives an approximate solution that can be iteratively 
refined by drawing progressively smaller parts of the circles with progressively higher resolution. However, this 
method is computationally expensive. 



This is a system of two equations in two unknowns. From linear algebra we know that since the two 

equations are independent, this should be enough information to determine the answer. However, 

these equation are not linear – they are each quadratic in both variables.  

At this point, we would generally have to reach into our bag of mathematical tricks to find a set of 

formal manipulations of these equations to determine a closed-form representation for the solution. 

However, these are not just any non-linear equations. We should remember that they have an 

interpretation in the world of geometry as circles. Whenever our equations have an interpretation in the 

physical world or in some other abstract world like planar geometry, it is worth investigating this 

interpretation to see whether it can give us insight into what mathematical manipulations will get us to 

a solution. 

Insight and Inspiration 

First, let us recognize that there are four types of answers for our problem. The first, and most prevalent 

type of answer is that the intersection is empty. A circle occupies a finite area within the plane, and most 

randomly chosen circles will occupy disjoint regions of the plane, and therefore have no intersection. 

Even circles whose centers are close together might not intersect because one circle can lie entirely 

inside the other. 

We can characterize these situations. Clearly, what will matter is the relationship between the distance 

between the circle centers, and their radii. If the distance between the circle centers is larger than the 

sum of their radii, then the circles can’t intersect. If the distance between the centers is smaller than the 

larger of the radii, then the circles won’t intersect unless the smaller radius is large enough.  

Let   be the distance between the centers of the circles. 

                            
           

                        
  

 

Figure 1. Two situations in which the circles fail to intersect. 



A second situation can arise when the centers and radii of the two circles are equal (i.e., the two circles 
are the same circle). Clearly, the intersection of a circle with itself is itself. 

                              

The third possibility is that the two circles are tangent, meaning that they just manage to touch. In that 

case their intersection consists of a single point. By imagining the circles in Figure 1 moving toward one 

another, it is easy to see that the conditions under which the circles are tangent are related to the 

conditions under which they fail to intersect: it occurs when the inequalities become equalities: 

                                        
           

                        
  

 

Figure 2. Two ways the circles can be tangent to one another. 

Furthermore, with a little vector geometry, we can figure out the coordinates of the intersection point. 

In the case where the circles are outside one another, the intersection point is r1 units away from the C1 

center in the direction from the C1 center to the C2 center. 

Let                      be the vector from        to        . Then           . Let       
 

 
     be the unit vector in the 

direction from from         to        . Then, when         , the intersection point is given by: 

                 

Or, since,         , we can also write this as: 

           
  

     
     

When one circle is inside the other, the situation is a little more complex, because we have to be 

concerned about which radius is the larger one. However, taking advantage of the fact that   

        , we can express the solution as: 



            
  

     
     

Then the sign of       automatically moves us in the right direction to get from the center to the 

tangent point. 

The only remaining situation occurs when                 . One example of this is depicted in 

Figure 3. As can be seen in the figure, the two circles intersect in exactly two points. Further, due to the 

symmetry of circles, each point is the same distance from the line joining the circle centers, and the line 

joining the two intersection points is therefore perpendicular to that line. 

 

Figure 3. One example of circles intersecting in two points. 

At this point, we could determine the coordinates of the intersection points with a little geometric 

analysis and a couple of applications of the Pythagorean Theorem to determine the values of   and  , 

the sides of the right triangles shown in the figure. The solution would then take the form: 

                         

where     is the unit vector perpendicular to    . It can be obtained by rotating     through 90˚: 

      
  
   

     

However, we did this geometric analysis in order to gain insight that would help us to determine how to 

solve the problem algebraically. Note that, although the coordinates of the circle centers figure 

prominently in the equations we were trying to solve, they seem to be irrelevant: they only enter into 

the solutions we’ve found to determine the vectors     and    . In fact, the form of all the solutions 

we’ve found suggest a specific mathematical trick to apply: a change of basis.  



Clearly, the solutions are all most easily expressed in terms of the vectors     and    , so we should 

consider solving the equations in the version of the plane where     and     are the coordinate axes. We 

can do this by: a) translating the center of the first circle to the origin, and b) rotating the center of the 

second circle onto the horizontal axis. In the transformed space, which we will denote using the 

variables   and  , the center of   occurs at    
  
     

 
 , and the center of   occurs at    

  
     

 
 . So, 

in this coordinate system our equations become: 

                       
 

                            
  

Now we can eliminate the   variable just by subtracting the equations from one another: 

              
    

  

This equation has only one variable. To solve for  , first expand the binomial term: 

                   
    

  

                 
    

  

Cancel the two occurrences of    (since they have opposite sign), then isolate the remaining occurrence 

of    

   
  
    

    

  
 

Substitute this value back into the equation for the first circle, to solve for  : 

      
     

      
   

  
    

    

  
 

 

 

       
   

  
    

    

  
 

 

 

To obtain the solutions in the original coordinate system, we undo the transformation. Let  

             

be the matrix formed from the two column vectors     and    . Then, 

 
 

 
    

 

 
           



In our algebraic solution, we made no assumptions about the relative sizes of       and  . So, the 

resulting equations should handle all the situations that we distinguished during our geometric analysis, 

and have no solutions in real numbers when the circles fail to intersect. 

When    , our equation for   fails due to division by zero. Thus, we are alerted to this special case 

wherein the intersection is empty unless the circles are identical. 

When            or          (the tangent cases), note that   
    

                , so we 

can expect some cancellations in the expression for    I leave it as an exercise to verify that in each case 

the expression will evaluate to either    or    , so that   will evaluate to 0, as expected. 

In the equation for  , the expression under the radical is basically a quadratic in  , which we have just 

shown has zeros at            and         , so we can expect that the sign of this expression 

changes at those points. Thus, it is easy to see that the expression will be negative when            

or         , so that there are no solutions in the real numbers when the circles fail to intersect. 

Similarly, the expression will be positive when   is between the zero values, giving us real solutions 

where they are needed. 

In summary, a seemingly simple problem results in a complex system of non-linear equations that at 

first appears difficult to solve. However, analysis of the geometry behind the equations leads to a 

change of basis that radically simplifies the problem.  


